
 

 

CHIEF OF MARKETING  

Leviathan is the University of Edinburgh’s most prestigious student academic publication, 

focusing on rigorously researched and well-written articles covering contemporary 

politics across the globe.  

We are looking for a creative and hard-working Chief of Marketing to get Leviathan off 

the stands and into current academic debates for the 2019-2020 academic year.  This 

period will cover three issues, one in the fall semester and two in the spring semester. 

Our Chief of Marketing will work with our Chief Arts Director, Social Media Director, 

Design Team and Executive Committee to promote each issue as well as the journal’s 

events. All of the articles are peer-reviewed, published through the University Library and 

indexed on Google Scholar, meaning that they are widely available to researchers 

already. Your job as Chief of Marketing would be to help us fulfil our shared aim with the 

Edinburgh Political Union of keeping students at the University informed and engaged 

with international politics.  

No experience is required to apply to be Chief of Marketing. As it is a substantial time 

commitment, we are looking for dedication and willingness to learn first and foremost. 

Our Executive Team will provide all the training you need. Fast-track a lucrative yet 

flexible career in the world of marketing and become a part of Edinburgh’s most exciting 

student publication.  

At Leviathan, marketing our material so that the hard work of our writers finds readers 

on campus is a critical part of what we do.  As such, our Chief of Marketing will serve as a 

permanent member of the Editorial Board, making important decisions concerning the 

direction and administration of the journal. Our vibrant community shares a passion for 

learning above all else: whatever your background, if you have an inquisitive mind, you 

will find a home in Leviathan.  

 

For more information about Leviathan visit www.journals.ed.ac.uk/leviathan  
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